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Installation Instructions  

Led dance floor 

1. Accessories:  

12v power supply( adapter/ transformer), DMX512 main controller ( with SD card)，patch cord
 

 

           

DMX  170*120*50mm）  2. 

Connection: 
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3. Example 

  Products positioning: To position the panel No.1 to the panel No. 85 according to the sequence, connecting each 

panel by connecting interface “a” to interface “ b” of every two panels. If these floors are used in different groups 

separately, position and connect them in the same way. 

 

When finish connect the whole patch of floor, connect the cable of the first panel to the main controller and 

transformer.  
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Examples: 

 
 

4. Steps
：

 

①Place the panels in sequence order； 

②Connect interface “a” to interface “b” between every two panels. Put the cable inside the aluminum “breach” at the 

bottom of the panel to avoid crush.  

③Check the whole cable connection, pay attention to use the patch cord properly, large currency may burn the 

branch controller.  

④Do the parallel connection for the power supply, connect the power supply to the corresponding panels and main 

controller.  

⑤Insert the SD ( who stores color-changing programs) into the DMX 512 main controller, test the modes and speed. 

⑥With the confirmation of proper work, you can fix the panels by applying neutral silicon sealant on the edges of two 

panels to make them stable. ( It takes about 24~36 hours to get dried, do not pour water and step on it when it’s been 

drying)  

5. Cautions: 

①The panel IP grade is IP63. do not install in outdoor place, avoid rain or water. Use half-dry swab to clean the floor 

is necessary. 

②Power off when installing. Only turn on the power when well assembled, including: 1) Make sure of the full 

connection for all cables correctly. 2) Make sure the SD card is inserted into the main controller. 

③Be sure that product is working under proper status and temperature（-25~40 ℃ ）。 

④Protect the product surface when carrying or installing to avoid any scratches. 

⑤The transformer is with ground wire connection, do check your existing AC power system has the complete earth 

wire. 

⑥Please keep the power feeding distance within 2.5 meter. If beyond 2.5 m, a higher voltage transformer is 

recommended to ensure the output voltage for the panel no less than 12V.  

⑦Each power patch cord connects 5~6 panels maximumly, do not connect more than 6 panels to avoid large current 

and burnout.  

⑧The power supply should be in parallel connection and used together, do not apply to single panel alone.  

⑨Choose the transformer with same data if replacing, the current should be 130% of the panel rated current. Lower 

current will effect the light brightness and service life.  

⑩Cable short cut or burning should be fixed or replaced by qualified person, electrician to avoid accidents. 
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                       Thank you！  

 

 

 

 

 


